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1 INT. TURF CLUB VIP COUNTER - DAY

The teller, a pretty young lady, hands a winning ’Race’

check of $100K and a winning ’Bet’ check of $200K to a

mysterious elderly man in a suit and shades.

2 EXT. TURF CLUB FRONT PORCH - DAY

AMOS, a swarthy complexioned man in his 50’s worriedly races

towards an approaching police car while curious punters look

on. BERNARD, a young policeman with angular facial features,

sits beside the driver, ALECK, a sly, mousy looking

policeman. As the car window rolls down, Aleck sniggers as

Bernard hands a brown envelope through the window. Bernard

stares sternly as Amos reaches for it, hands trembling.

BERNARD

Three ATMs... For this.

AMOS

T-Thanks ah, Bernard. I will return

you-

An annoyed Bernard turns away from a blithering Amos, and

the car speeds away abruptly.

3 4. EXT. GRANDSTANDS - DAY

Amos races towards his usual berth of punters, rejoining

KIT, his sweaty-faced fat partner. They distribute the notes

to winning punters and the berth is soon cleared.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Fuck your mother, we really lost it

to that outsider today.

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

We won’t be that unlucky all the

time. Let’s hope we recoup our

losses next week.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Good thing your son arrived with

the money though, thanks Amos. I’ll

pay you back as soon as possible.

(CONTINUED)
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AMOS

(In Hokkien)

We’ve been in this together for so

long, don’t be so formal with me,

can? Don’t worry lah Kit, I’ll make

a move first?

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Okay, off you go.

Amos leaves, with Kit smiling schemingly after him. GAN

SING, revealed to be the mysterious man at the VIP counter

earlier, approaches Kit from behind the stands.

GAN SING

(In Hokkien)

Not bad for the second time isn’t

it?

Kit smiles with satisfied greed as Gan Sing hands him a

cheque.

GAN SING

(In Hokkien)

Here’s your share.

4 INT. LIVING ROOM, ANG RESIDENCE - EVENING

Amos is watching TV when Bernard enters the living room in

his uniform. Amos looks up sheepishly.

AMOS

Y-you’re home. Thanks for y’know,

I’ll pay you back next week.

BERNARD

That’s if you manage to win it

back.

Bernard storms to the dining table and thrashes his bag on a

nearby chair loudly, showing his displeasure. Amos stands up

in alarm.

AMOS

Bernard ah, listen to me. Uncle Kit

and I will win everything back next

week, plus more. Technically hor,

bookies never lose...

Bernard pours himself a glass of water from the dining

table, half listening as he gulps down his water, irritated.

(CONTINUED)
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AMOS

...because in Chinese ah, we say,

[U+5341][U+8D4C][U+4E5D][U+8F93](the

odds of winning a gamble is 1:10).

That means ah, if you’re a bookie,

you collect bets from 10 buggers

huh, only one lucky bugger will

win, know? The other 9 buggers’

money go where? Into your pocket,

lor. See Singapore Pools, the

biggest official bookie, so rich.

Bernard swallows his final gulp, his face tightening with

annoyance as his father blabbers on. He sets his glass down

on the table top loudly, defiant.

AMOS

Eh, don’t angry lah, you think I

want to lose, meh? The bloody

outsider lah,-

Bernard storms into his room before Amos can continue,

leaving Amos shaking his head with exasperation.

CONT’D

5 INT. BERNARD’S ROOM - EVENING

Bernard slams his door and slumps to his ergonomic chair.

Amid his neatly stacked desk with books on criminal

psychology is a paperback of Charles Bukowski’s Post Office,

opened, half-read with its spine facing up. Bernard picks up

the paperback with the cover art of Bukowski at the

racetracks, and slams it aggressively at his pile of neatly

stacked books, causing a few of them to topple off the pile.

6 INT. POLICE POST OFFICE - DAY

The ringing of phones and the click of keyboards echo

through the stately cubicles as Aleck and TWO LADY OFFICERS

gossip at the far end of the office, near the coffee

machine.

ALECK

...Somemore, we went to the Turf

Club to pass his bookie-father the

money.

LADY OFFICER 1

Huh, during patrol duty that time

ah?

(CONTINUED)
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ALECK

Abuden.

LADY OFFICER 2

Hah, maybe that’s why he’s tidying

the file cabinet now, want to get

into Sura’s good books what.

Lady Officer 2 glances towards the file cabinet.

7 INT. POLICE POST CRIME REGISTRY - DAY

Bernard is tidying the file cabinet when an old case file

falls out of a rack. Lifting it up, the folder reveals the

charge sheets and mugshot of Wong Jew Kit. Frowning, Bernard

flips through the file, revealing the past convictions of

Kit - consumer fraud, petty theft, and illegal bet

collection. Pursing his lips, Bernard puts the file neatly

back in place.

8 EXT. GRANDSTANDS BERTH 21 - DAY

A sweltering day at the races. Punters place their bets with

Amos and Kit as the grandstands fill up.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Super hot, time to strike gold!

As the commentator announces the starting of the races in 15

minutes, Kit makes his way to Berth 22, his usual berth.

9 MONTAGE - WIN OR PLACE

We see the following images:

Kit takes bets from Berth 22 Punters.

Amos takes bets from Berth 21 Punters.

The huge overhead displays ’RACE #1 - START’

The crowd roar as the horses bolt from their stands.

Kit looks triumphant as he pays out a small amount to

punters.

Jump cuts on overhead display from RACE #2 to #6.

A happy Amos pays small amounts to punters with a thick wad

of notes in his waist pouch.
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The overhead displays ’BREAK - 25 mins to race #7’

10 EXT. BERTH 21 - DAY

Kit approaches Amos, who is counting his wad of $50 notes.

He slaps Amos on the shoulder.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Oey, how’s it? How much have you?

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

I’ve collected about $3000.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Not bad for my side either, $2500

almost.

LAU, a Chinese punter, spots the pair from the back of the

stands, and greets them enthusiastically.

LAU

(In Hokkien)

I’m glad you guys are here!

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

What’s up?

LAU

(In Hokkien)

I want to place my bets on #12

Marco Polo. The dividends are 400+

now, sky high...

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Show us the money then.

Lau passes a $50 note to Amos.

LAU

(In Hokkien)

10 lots of Win bet, here’s $50.

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

Wow, how daring. Looks like you’ll

be our God of Fortune for the day.

(CONTINUED)
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Amos cheekily kisses the note bye-bye and stuffs it in his

waistpouch.

LAU

(You’re saying that too early!)

11 EXT. BERTH 22 - DAY

Kit is collecting bets at his own berth, full of punters.

12 EXT. BERTH 21 - DAY

Amos is collecting bets with Lau hanging around him. Two

more punters hands Amos a hundred dollar note each.

PUNTERS #1 & 2

(In Hokkien)

Number 3.

Amos stuffs the notes in his waistpouch, writing the both of

them an informal bet ticket.

LAU

(In Hokkien)

Wah, looks like everyone is betting

on #3 Diamond Dash, huh?

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

Of course lah, it’s the sure-win

’hot’ horse!

The overhead signboard shows the dwindling dividends of #3

and #7 as #12 Marco Polo rises to 500.

LAU

(In Hokkien)

But the pay-out is so little, no

kick, lah. Wah wah, look at my

Marco Polo, it’s 500 now. If it

wins, you’ll be my God of Fortune.

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

Don’t talk rot, lah. You think

outsider so easy to go in, meh? Why

the fuck are they called

’outsiders’ then?
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13 INT. VIP LOUNGE - DAY

Gan Sing makes a call from his spacious VIP lounge,

overlooking the race tracks.

14 EXT. BERTH 22 - DAY

Kit picks up his mobile as it rings.

GAN SING (O.S)

(In Hokkien)

Ready for the killing?

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Sure as hell.

As the race whistle goes off, Kit nods and smiles

schemingly, watching the horses bolt from their stands.

15 INT. POLICE POST CORRIDOR - DAY

As Bernard leaves the file cabinet, he picks up his ringing

phone.

BERNARD

Hello... Uhuh?(pause) Again?

INSPECTOR SURA walks from the opposite end of the corridor,

a stealthy look on his face.

BERNARD (O.S)

But you know Dad, I don’t have that

kind of money.

Sura finally reaches Bernard and taps him on the shoulder.

Bernard turns, freezes for a minute, and resumes his steely

pose.

BERNARD

Got to go. Bye.

16 EXT. GRANDSTANDS - DAY

Amos puts away his phone worriedly amid a shocked crowd

jeering wildly at Marco Polo’s win. From the grandstands,

they see Gan Sing mounting the winners arena with Marco Polo

and K.C CHANG, the jockey. Kit stands by, with mock concern.

(CONTINUED)
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KIT

(In Hokkien)

How’s it?

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

You tell me?! You’ve gotten us into

deep shit. Why didn’t you discuss

the collection with me? Mr. Gan is

a horse owner!

As Gan Sing’s team stride showily across the grandstands, he

waves and winks at Kit, who waves back with mock respect.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Sorry lah, I thought I didn’t want

to turn good money away!

AMOS

(In Hokkien)

You can collect bets from anyone,

but when an owner place such a

large bet, something must be wrong!

Wincing at Amos’ lecture, Kit starts slapping himself

dramatically with mock guilt.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

It’s all my fault, I deserve death.

Lau interrupts the pair, scowling greedily with outstretched

arms.

LAU

(In Hokkien)

Amos, owe money pay money! 10 unit

bets, dividends 500. Where’s my

$5000!

17 INT. SURA’S OFFICE - DAY

Sura clears his throat ostentatiously as he signals for

Bernard to sit down.

SURA

So Bernard, I noticed that you’ve

been coming in late recently, and

perhaps spending a little too much

time on the phone...

(CONTINUED)
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Bernard shifts uncomfortably, a stoic expression on his

face. Sura drums his fingers on his desk.

SURA

Perhaps, you would like to explain

why.

Bernard’s pupils dart anxiously before his stately reply.

BERNARD

I’m sure the details of my

incompetence will not interest you,

sir. However, I assure you that it

will not happen again. My

apologies.

SURA

Good, good... Anyhow, I was

thinking it’ll good for you to take

a short break, to settle your,ahem,

family issues? As you know, running

of personal errands on duty hours

is not exactly the preferred style

of practice here-

BERNARD

There’s no need for that, sir,

everything’s under control now-

SURA

No Bernard, I insist-

A cruel smile plays on the side of Sura’s lips as Bernard

resists.

BERNARD

And if I refuse...?

SURA

I’m afraid you can’t, Staff

Sergeant Bernard.

Bernard stares gamely at Sura, whose lips twist into an ugly

sneer.

18 INT. LIVING ROOM, ANG RESIDENCE - EVENING

Amos is pacing worriedly up and down the living room when

the door opens. Bernard enters sullenly, his uniform a

crumpled mess.

(CONTINUED)
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AMOS

B-Bernard ah, you have to help me

this time...

Bernard throws his bag onto the sofa nonchalantly as Amos

continues his anxious pacing.

AMOS

That stupid Kit lah, he went to

collect 100 unit bets from one of

the horse owners, Mr. Gan.

Bernard’s eyes widen at the mention of Kit.

AMOS

We’re now 50K deep in debt and I

have to cough up half of it - do

you have 25K ah, Bernard?

Bernard clenches his fists and mumbles to himself.

BERNARD

I always knew he was up to no good,

that Kit.

AMOS

Aiyah, no lah Bernard, you know

Uncle Kit isn’t that kind of

person. People make mistakes, and

he knows that already-

Before Amos can continue, Bernard has stormed to his room

and slammed the door in his father’s face.

19 INT. BERNARD’S ROOM - EVENING

Bernard is greeted by the sight of his neatly pressed

uniform hanging against the wardrobe. Amos proceeds to knock

on his door from the outside.

AMOS (O.S)

Bernard ah, open up can? Only you

can help me this time ah...

Drawing a deep breathe, Bernard stares at his current

crumpled attire, an untucked end of his blue shirt hangs out

around the shiny belt buckle of his waist.

AMOS (O.S)

I know you don’t like me to be a

bookie. If I win everything back

this week, I promise you I quit ok-
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As Amos pleads and knocks at his door, Bernard clenches his

fists, grits his teeth and hurls his fists against the wall.

20 EXT. TURF CLUB STABLES - DAWN

It is dawn and Bernard tails a whistling Kit towards a

stable lot, where a solitary figure strokes BONE CRUNCHER, a

handsome black stallion.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Morning, boss.

Gan Sing turns around to face Kit, smiles, and draws out a

$30K cheque from his shirt pocket.

GAN SING

(In Hokkien)

S. Morilla, M. Raihan and Takasugi.

Make sure their mouths are shut

tight.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Small feat, consider it done.

Gan Sing scratches the back of Bone Cruncher casually.

GAN SING

(In Hokkien)

How’s the fleecing of your idiot of

a partner?

KIT

(In Hokkien)

He’s dumber than a rock. Doesn’t

suspect a thing for now.

GAN SING

(Laughing, in Hokkien)

Even if he does, your bookie

business can wrap up for good if my

darling makes it this week.

The two men laugh conspiratorially as Bernard seethes with

fury.
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21 EXT. KRANJI MRT ROSTRUM - DAY

As Bernard walks out of the Turf Club, he is greeted by the

variety of punting guides at the magazine stand. He picks up

the latest copy of Punter’s Way, pays up and walks towards

the open rostrum near Kranji MRT station. Sitting down, he

notices a young father with a punting guide and his 5 year

old son at the opposite end of the rostrum. The man points

to the horse on the cover of the guide and makes galloping

movements with his hands while the little boy laughs,

amused. Bernard blinks as a tear start welling up in his

eye. Gritting his teeth, he flips the guide open to the

week’s race stats and circles out Gan Sing’s name and Bone

Cruncher’s stats.

22 INT. LIVING ROOM, ANG RESIDENCE - DUSK

A decrepit Amos sits sulkily at the sofa. The door opens and

Bernard enters, waving a plastic bag.

BERNARD

Dinner. Chicken rice.

Amos drags himself towards the dinner table, sloppily

unwrapping his pack of dinner. Bernard cautiously clears his

throat, then proceeds to barrage Amos with questions.

BERNARD

Dad, how much can a horse owner

make at a typical race?

AMOS

Depending on how good your horse is

lah. Usually 1st prize you can make

about 100K, 2nd prize 85K, 3rd

prize 65K.

Amos gobbles his chicken rice, chewing faster as hunger

settles in.

BERNARD

And...what if you want to maximize

your win? More money...

AMOS

What do you mean? Like betting on

your own horse at the Pools? But

the thing is the more you bet the

lesser the win dividends will get.

So what’s the point, anyway no race

is 100 percent one what.

(CONTINUED)
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BERNARD

Okay, what if I tell you that your

horse is going to, confirm plus

gurantee, win the first prize. What

would you do to win MORE?

Amos puts his plastic spoon down, thoughtful.

AMOS

Hmm...let’s see... I know-I will

place a big bet with a bookie? At

least the dividends won’t drop like

siao. Anyway, is this an

interrogation or what, how come you

are asking-

Amos suddenly stops chewing, a horrible look of realization

dawns on his face. As Amos starts quivering with rage,

Bernard rolls his eyes.

BERNARD

Now you know what Kit’s been up to

with that Gan Sing guy huh...

AMOS

B-but, how was he so sure that his

horses will win? They were only

outsiders what...

Bernard shakes his head, tsk-tsking lightly at Amos.

BERNARD

Dad, I can’t believe you haven’t

thought of this - Gan gets Kit to

do the dirty job, bribe the

jockeys. Tsk, call yourself a race

course expert.

Amos shakes his head in disbelief, stunned.

AMOS

W-we have to get our money back,

B-Bernard.

BERNARD

I know, and I have a cunning plan.
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23 EXT. GRANDSTANDS BERTH 21 - DAY

Bernard and Amos are mingling with the punters when Kit

joins them, slapping Bernard on the shoulders with a hearty

greeting.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

How’s it going, police boy? Long

time no see, today so free ah?

Bernard nods dismissively at Kit, flicking imaginary dust

off his shoulder. Kit turns towards Amos, who appears

hostilely silent today.

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Looks like you’ve got company, I’ll

split.

Kit slaps Amos chummily on his back, leaving for his own

berth.

24 MONTAGE - BIG MONEY

We see the following images as fast-paced music plays over:

The whistle goes off as the race horses bolt from their

stands, punters go wild, cheering the number of their

favourite horses.

Amos and Bernard look triumphant as they pay out small

amounts to punters.

Jump cut of overhead display from Race 1 to 5.

Amos takes the winning stash from his waist pouch, counts

them, and passes them to Bernard.

The overhead displays the stats of race horses and ’RACE 5 -

STARTING IN 8 MINUTES’

Seelan, an indian punter, and Lau approaches Amos to place

their bets on #11 Bone Cruncher but Amos shakes his head

profusely, turning them away.

Bernard stashes a humongous wad of mixed dollar notes into

an envelope and leaves the berth.
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25 INT. BETTING LOUNGE COUNTER - DAY

Bernard nervously hands an envelope and a bet slip to the

middle aged lady at the bet counter.

BERNARD

As many Win bets as this can buy,

on number eleven, please.

The teller opens the envelope and stares at the pile in

shock. Regaining herself, she feeds the wad of notes into a

cash-counting machine.

TELLER

It’s exactly five thousand dollars,

sir, you can buy a thousand lots.

BERNARD

Great, thanks.

TELLER

So let me confirm your bet, sir -

1000 Win lots on number eleven,

Bone Cruncher, totalling to a bet

amount of $5000, is that right?

BERNARD

Yes, thank you.

The teller generates a bet ticket and hands it to Bernard,

wishing him luck.

TELLER

Good luck, sir.

Bernard smiles a quick, awkward smile before turning away to

check out a nearby display.

26 MONTAGE - BONE CRUNCHER’S WIN

We see the following images over these dialogues and

voice-overs:

Gan Sing swallow nervously in his VIP lounge armchair, a

pair of binoculars around his neck. He picks up his phone

and punches in the numbers furiously.

GAN SING (O.S)

(In Hokkien)

What the fuck just happened?!

The overhead display shows the dividends for Bone Cruncher

plummeting to 200.

(CONTINUED)
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KIT

(In Hokkien)

T-I’ve no idea, boss. H-how did

that-?

Kit shifts nervously as he speaks on the phone, his eyes on

the huge display.

GAN SING (O.S)

(In Hokkien)

Tsk. Incompetent fool.

The whistle goes off as the horses bolt forward. Punters

cheer wildly for their favourite horses.

COMMENTATOR (V.O)

Before you can say hold your

horses, off they go! S. Morilla is

currently leading #2 Fool’s Gold,

going strong. #5 My Precious is not

too far behind and oh yes, he’s

taken #2 over by a nose.

Amos and Bernard raise their fists as they cheer for Bone

Cruncher.

AMOS AND BERNARD

(In Hokkien)

Number 11, Number 11!

Bone cruncher catches up with #5 around the bend.

COMMENTATOR (V.O)

It looks like #11 Bone Cruncher is

slowly but surely catching up along

the 200 metre bend, currently in

the 6th, no, 5th position.

Gan Sing grips the arm of his chair tightly.

COMMENTATOR (V.O)

M. Raihan is taking #7 Shining One,

currently at the lead but Bone

Cruncher in the 3rd position is

speeding through the lanes like his

hooves are on fire..

Kit swallows nervously as Amos and Bernard cheers louder.

COMMENTATOR (V.O)

Looks like Fool’s Gold is at his

full form now, determined to dash

through the last 50 metres with

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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COMMENTATOR (V.O) (cont’d)
jockey Takasugi but Bone Cruncher,

that unstoppable speed freak is...

The crowd cheer wildly for #2, while Amos and Bernard raise

their fists higher.

COMMENTATOR (V.O)

Holy Moly! #11 Bone Cruncher

crosses the finish line, making it

the fourth consecutive outsider win

by jockey K.C Chang in the history

of Singaporean horse-racing. My

question is, what kind of

witchcraft does Mr. Chang practice,

eh?

Amos and Bernard beam at each other triumphantly as punters

boo at the outsider win.

27 EXT. RACE COURSE - DAY

An annoyed looking Gan Sing mounts the winner’s arena with

Bone Cruncher and a beaming K.C Chang, glowing with

attention. Gan Sing waves and smiles forcedly as the video

crew approaches them.

28 INT. BETTING LOUNGE LOBBY - DAY

Bernard cashes in his winning ticket at the betting lounge

for a cash cheque of $200K. Amos joins him shortly as they

make their way towards the Turf Club exit.

29 INT. TAXI - DAY

A tired Bernard leans back on the Taxi seat, closing his

eyes with relief. Amos’ phone starts ringing, with Kit’s

name on the display.

AMOS

Kaninahia that bloody bugger, cheat

my money still got the cheek to

call me!

An incensed Amos is about to take the call when Bernard

stops him by nudging his arm.

BERNARD

(Shaking his head)

No, Dad.

(CONTINUED)
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Amos softens and rejects the call with a swipe of his

fingers. Dropping his phone, he looks at his son with

sheepish tenderness.

AMOS

Kim San Leng chili crab for dinner?

Bernard nods, smiling weakly.

30 INT. VIP LOUNGE - DAWN

Text: ’Two Weeks Later’

Gan Sing and Kit sit on the lush couches, facing each other

with animosity.

GAN SING

(In Hokkien)

I thought you said their mouths

were tight, huh? How did word get

around, huh?

KIT

(In Hokkien)

What the fuck are you implying,

huh? Bloody hell, you expect me to

bribe them with your puny amount?

Jockeys nowadays are not

cheapskates, okay?

Gan Sing slams his fists on the table before reaching

towards Kit and taking him by the collar. The two men fight

each other noisily, knocking hi ball glasses to shatter

against the floor.

GAN SING

(In Hokkien)

Fuck your mother, you’re asking for

it.

4 police officers barge into the room, pulling the two men

apart. Taking them by surprise, a plain clothes

investigation officer walks up to them sternly.

INVESTIGATION OFFICER

(In Mandarin)

Wong Jew Kit and Gan Sing, you are

under arrest for illegal gambling

and match-fixing activities.

The pair struggle as police officers handcuff them by force.

The officers lead them out as they curse and swear at each

other.

(CONTINUED)
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KIT

(In Hokkien)

Just watch it, Gan Sing! I’ll tell

them who is the mastermind.

GAN SING

(In Hokkien)

Oh really? Can you remind me again

who is the one with the criminal

past?

KIT

(In Hokkien)

Fuck your mother, I’ll see you in

prison!

CONT’D

31 INT. AMOS’ TAXI - DAWN

Outside, a Taxi speeds by, and Amos is revealed as the

driver with a uniformed Bernard sitting next to him. The

Taxi rolls up at the neighborhood police post, and Bernard

alights, waving goodbye to Amos cheerily. Smiling with

contentment, Amos turns on his F.M radio before driving off.

CUT TO BLACK


